Draft Minutes


1. The meeting began at 9:08

2. Emerson gave an overview of the AVID meeting last Friday.
   a. There is enthusiasm for instilling AVID-related skills throughout our GE curriculum.
   b. We will continue this discussion at our first meeting next year.

3. Review of HUM 3688
   a. More explanation should be given relative to developmental feedback.
   b. Is the concept of body and soul truly revolutionary or long-standing?
   c. Unclear whether the intent is to focus on SELF or another type of requirement.
   d. Might fit better in Theme Q.

4. Review of COMM 3080
   a. Theme S requirements not fully addressed.
   b. Needs to explicitly address the two influential factors for Theme S.
   c. Feedback needs to be addressed.
   d. Area C needs to be explicitly addressed.

5. NSME GEM—will accept MATH 2200 as a math substitution for A4.

6. Learning Community Facilitators for GPS and Theme Q
a. Theme Q  
   i. We seek a broad representation from schools on the committee.  
   ii. We reviewed and agreed with the earlier decision that GECCo members can serve as LCFs.  
   iii. The Committee voted to recommend to the IVPAA that Jeff Moffit (PEAK) serve as Theme Q LCF.  

b. GPS--The Committee voted to recommend to the IVPAA that John Tarjan serve as GPS LCF.

7. Theme S Name  
   a. We discussed a new title for the theme that would more accurately define the theme.  
   b. Sustainability and Justice was approved as the new title.

8. SOCI Task Force  
   a. We will almost surely have the option for a customizable SOCI with the possibility to add GE outcomes for GE courses.

9. Fall Meeting Schedules—Paul will contact us.

10. The meeting was adjourned at 11:11.